
MCC SALT/YAMEN Service Opportunity 
 
Assignment Title & Partner Organization: SALT/YAMEN: Program Assistant – Women 
Development Programme 
       
Term: August 17, 2021 – July 21, 2022      
FTE: 1.0 
Location: Ramallah, Palestine and Israel     
Date Required: August 17, 2021 
 
Program information and policies can be found at mcc.org/salt or mcc.org/yamen.  

MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values diversity 
and invites all qualified candidates to apply. 
 
Synopsis: 
 
The SALT/YAMENer will support the Women Development Programme (WDP) by assisting the East 
Jerusalem YMCA (EJ-YMCA) in their monitoring, reporting, and fundraising efforts.  The participant 
will also be involved with several ongoing EJ-YMCA projects and initiatives to develop and 
empower youth and communities to reach their full potential in mind, body and spirit. 
 
Qualifications:  
 
All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to a personal Christian faith and 
discipleship; active church membership; and nonviolent peacemaking. 
 
An invitation to an assignment is contingent on the successful completion of a criminal 
background check.  
 

• Demonstrated interest and knowledge in development issues that impact women and girls. 
• Excellent oral and written communications skills in English. 

• Experience in writing, editing, and analysis of information.   
• Previous experience in writing proposals and familiarity in NGO work is preferred. 
• Proactive, enthusiastic and creative. 
• Ability to work well within a team and independently. 
• Good personal time management skills. 
• Flexibility and openness to change and willingness to take on new experiences. 

• Willingness to learn basic Arabic. 

• Possess strong self-care skills.  
 
Assignment Narrative:  
 
The East Jerusalem YMCA (EJ-YMCA) is a Palestinian non-profit Community-Based Organization 
whose mission is to develop and empower youth and communities to reach their full potential in 
mind, body and spirit, based on Christian values. 
 



The EJ-YMCA programs and centers include: Women Development Programme (WDP), 
Rehabilitation Programme, Youth Programme, Joint Advocacy Initiative, Vocational Training Center, 
and 3 sports and social centers in Jerusalem, Ramallah and Beit Sahour 
 
EJ-YMCA- Women’s Development Programme is guided by the conviction (theory of change) that: 

• If women have access to and control over resources such as land and housing properties, 
water, finances and decision makers, and; 

• If women have knowledge, skills and experience that enables them to act as agents of 
change, claim their rights and effectively utilize resources potentially accessible to them; 

• Then women will be empowered to participate and contribute to realize their economic, 
political, cultural and social rights. 

 
Through knowledge, skill development, and access to and control over resources, women’s self-
esteem and bargaining power is strengthened vis a vis other community members (men and 
women). This contributes to challenging social norms about the role and contribution of women in 
development and empowers women to act as economic and political agents for change in their own 
community. 
 
A supportive legal and political environment is equally important if women are to contribute and 
fulfil their rights. The sharia law grants women certain rights and entitlements, for instance in 
terms of inheritance and access to land. This is often widely ignored, both by women themselves, by 
their relatives and by religious and traditional leaders.  Yet space remains for the Palestinian 
Authority to align national legislation with the country’s ratification of the CEDAW convention in 
2014, if women are to enjoy the same rights as men.  
 
The EJ-YMCA’s strategic goal is for women to participate and contribute to fulfil their economic, 
political, cultural and social rights.  Specific objectives EJ-YMCA seeks to realize are as follows: 

• Women are agents of change;  
• Women have access to resources, and; 
• Laws support women’s rights and participation. 

 
The EJ-YMCA is open 8 hours per day, 5 days a week, with Friday and Sunday off. 
 
Duties:  
 

• Learn and exemplify the YMCA’s mission and goals. 
• Work towards the goals of the Women Development Programme (WDP) by providing 

insightful feedback to improve our performance and accomplish our goals 
• Directly support the monitoring, reporting, and fundraising officer by accompanying the 

officer to collect and analyze data. 
• Indirectly support the field staff mobilizers by going to the field, collecting data, getting to 

know the community, providing an outside and objective eye to the impact, and 
understanding power dynamics of communities. 

• Assist with program monitoring and reporting. 
• Develop questionnaires for data collection, assist with data collection and analysis. 
• Write success stories based on collected data. 
• Assist with proposal writing.  

 
Location Description:  



 
The main duty station will be in the Ramallah EJ-YMCA office with occasional field trips to the 
Bethlehem office. 
 
Ramallah is in the West Bank located 13 km north of Jerusalem at an average elevation of 880 
meters above sea level.  Ramallah enjoys a Mediterranean climate of a dry summer and mild, rainy 
winter with occasional snowfall. The recorded average of Ramallah's rainfall is about 615 mm. 
 
 Ramallah currently serves as the de facto administrative capital of the Palestinian National 
Authority (PNA). While historically a Palestinian Christian town, Muslims constituted a majority of 
Ramallah's 27,902 residents by 2007, with Christians making up a significant minority of 
approximately 25%. 
 
Ramallah is generally considered the most affluent and cultural, as well as the most liberal, of all 
Palestinian cities, and is home to a number of popular Palestinian activists, poets, artists, 
and musicians. Many foreign nations have located their diplomatic missions to the Palestinian 
Authority in Ramallah, including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Korea, South Africa, Norway, Sri 
Lanka, Switzerland, China, Poland, Portugal, The Netherlands, Russia, Jordan, Brazil, Finland, 
Denmark, Ireland, Germany, India, Japan, the Czech Republic, Canada and Mexico.  
 
Arabic is the main language spoken in Ramallah although many people speak at least some English.  
Good healthcare is available in the area and nearby Jerusalem.  One can find a wide variety of 
western goods, including food products, clothing, etc. in Ramallah.   
 
There are no Mennonite or BIC congregations in Palestine and Israel.  There are, however, many 
churches representing a variety of denominations.  There are some services held in Ramallah where 
you can get English translation and there are English speaking congregations in nearby Jerusalem. 
 
The MCC Palestine and Israel office and the MCC Representatives are located in Beit Hanina which 
is 10 km from Ramallah.  There are regular bus connections to Beit Hanina and East Jerusalem from 
Ramallah. 
 
Challenges:  
 

• The COVID-19 pandemic continues to affect countries around the world. While we remain 
hopeful that the pandemic will stabilize by August 2021, to prioritize the well-being and 
limit risk to our participants and the local community, assessments of each assignment will 
continue on a regular basis. If it is deemed that an assignment is no longer viable, we will do 
our best to help you secure an alternative assignment.  

• The Palestine-Israel context is often a challenging place to live and work, as one tries to 
negotiate between cultures, religions, and lifestyles. Every decision one makes often seems 
to have a political dimension, including where one buys groceries, where one goes for 
entertainment, what language one speaks and even what roads one drives on. This 
perplexing diversity can also be invigorating.  

• Living in a high-stress, densely populated environment.  
• Living in a militarized society where human rights abuses are frequently visible or 

communicated in the media.  
• Patience is needed to handle the bureaucratic and physical obstacles. Examples include a 

high level of surveillance, security checkpoints, and scrutiny of personal history such as 
travel, political involvement or criminal record.   



• Handling frustration at not being able to change situations of deep systemic injustice.  
• Water, electricity and internet disruptions. 
• Significant cultural/religious differences/perceptions of LGBTQ+ individuals.  Local church 

and local area are not supportive to LGTBQ+ persons. 
• Managing frustration when things don’t turn out as expected can be hard. Handling last 

minute changes in a very fluid environment with grace is important. While we do our best 
to determine and outline job responsibilities with our local partners, the experience really 
comes alive based on the passions, skills, and giftings of an individual. Responsibilities may 
change or be refined over time in communication with the partner and MCC Reps to meet 
the ongoing changes and needs within a local context. As such, the greatest characteristics a 
participant can bring to an assignment are adaptability, flexibility, patience, a willingness to 
get one’s hands dirty, and humility to complete even mundane tasks.   

• For those who are very task oriented, it can be a challenge to recognize the importance of 
"being" instead of always "doing" as building healthy relationships and mutually 
transformative learning is an important part of the participant experience. We hope 
participants will come with a desire to walk alongside our local partners, rather than see the 
assignment solely as a way to "get things done".  

 


